Examples of threats received by Nicola Gobbo
Date

Brief Summary or extract

DOC ID

Pin-point
reference(s)

Relevant
witness

6/08/2006

ICR040
Milad MOKBEL told GOBBO that Roberta WILLIAMS is going to bash her. PETER SMITH
advised O'BRIEN re Roberta WILLIAMS threats.

VPL.2000.0003.1964

[.1970] - [.1971]

SANDY WHITE
PETER SMITH
O'BRIEN

18/03/2007

ICR070
GOBBO received another threatening text message "keep you month shut slut fuckn dog"

VPL.2000.0003.2277

[.2300]

ANDERSON
SANDY WHITE

28/03/2007

ICR072
GOBBO received threatening text message "you need to keep that informing dog mouth shut slut"

VPL.2000.0003.2319

[.2326]

ANDERSON

14/07/2007

ICR089
GOBBO received threatening text message "Made any false statements you cunt. [REDACTED]"

VPL.2000.0003.2589

[.2598]

FOX

29/08/2007

ICR097
Karl KHODER told GOBBO that he had a fight with BAYEH over GOBBO - BAYEH called
GOBBO a "filthy fucking dog" and said that GOBBO "deserves to die"

VPL.2000.0003.2738

[.2753]

FOX

29/10/2007

ICR107
GOBBO received threatening text message
"YOU cock suckiering dod [sic] watch your back"

VPL.2000.0003.2911

[.2914]

FOX

5/11/2007

ICR0108
GOBBO got another threat - anon call simply of a person barking like a dog on the phone.

VPL.2000.0003.2943

[.2944]

FOX

13/12/2007

ICR057
GOBBO received a death threat SMS "keep your mouth shut or die"

VPL.2000.0003.2167

[.2170]

GREEN

13/12/2007

ICR0115
GOBBO received threats via text - threatening to shoot her head in car
SMS 1 @ 1.07.26 hrs
“Hey dog we worned you not to call or talk to pigs but you being the dog call your
boyfriend from Purana now you will get it dog one in the head and one in the heart.”
SMS 2 1.07.51
“Look out the window dog so I can put a couple in you rat”
SMS 3 1.08.15
“You need to get raped first then pissed on then kicked in the fucken’ dog head and then
shot and splattered”
SMS 4 1.08.34
“Its near for you dog shit the fuck up no pigs will help you just watch when
you in good soon I mite be in your bedroom waiting or maybe get you in the car park as
you in home. Anyway its near for you pig lover dog"

VPL.2000.0003.3104

[.3109]

PETER SMITH
SANDY WHITE

27/02/2008

ICR006
GOBBO received a threatening text mentioning KHODER and referring to knowledge that
GOBBO was a dog - GOBBO told to contact ROWE

VPL.2000.0003.0801

[.0807]

WOLF
SANDY WHITE
ROWE

5/03/2008

ICR007
GOBBO had identified threatening text messages: One 3.28pm, the other at 3.48pm.
both included words like “slut, dog, bich and nocked, dead, I will shoot a bullet between
the eyes, sucked any cocks lately, I see you showing off thinking you are beautiful”

VPL.2000.0003.0812

[.0818]

WOLF
SANDY WHITE

6/03/2008

ICR007
GOBBO received three other threats previous night whilst sleeping with words including
“hello cunt, you will be shot in the head, hello cunt mole, I am watching you, I will get
you”. GOBBO was paranoid she was followed to and from Petra to home. GOBBO had
advised ROWE as per instructions.

VPL.2000.0003.0812

[.0819]

WOLF
SANDY WHITE
ROWE

15/07/2008

ICR028
GOBBO received death threat text message to her source phone "you are FUCKED THIS
TIME AROUND. I'm going to chop you up you dog slut". GOBBO said capitals are different
- she hadn't seen this before.

VPL.2000.0003.1227

[.1230]

WOLF
SANDY WHITE

15/12/2008

ICR049
GOBBO ran into David ILIC, while she was with her mother. ILIC said "you should just
watch your fucking mouth"

VPL.2000.0003.1510

[.1512]

PETER SMITH
SANDY WHITE

